New-comers had an air of excited expectancy, but most who had been before were stolidly indifferent, and chatted together in little groups until eleven o'clock approached.
Then there was an adjournment to the waiting-hall, a pleasant, tiled room, well lighted and furnished wioh benches, and there were also dressing-rooms for men and for women.
I was invited to pass into another apartment where I sat with two doctors and a woman-student, strangers like myself, behind the operator's chair. On his left stood an assistant, who attended solely to the refilling of the little syringe, whilst the duties of another consisted in holding the patients firmly in front of the operator. This prevented the inoculation being rendered futile by a sudden movement or the involuntary retreat of the patient.
The new cases had two inoculations for the first five days they told me, and one for the ten succeeding days, so that the course of treatment for "bites" covered fifteen days. The doctor first took up a piece of cotton wool with his forceps, dipped it in some solution and rapidly passed it over the skin, and then as rapidly injected the desired quantity of fluid. The whole arrangements were very complete, and not a second of time was wasted during the whole performance.
Even the doctors were constrained to smile when it came to the turn of a very big German who towered several inches above the attendant who held him. Men, women, lads, and lassies succeeded each other swiftly, numbering in all 65; some days, I was told, nearly a hundred were done. A few of the young girls squealed shrilly when they saw the tiny syringe. Some small children had to be lifted up for the doctor to reach tbem, and he spoke to them very kindly. If they bore the prick of the little syriDge bravely they were rewarded by sous from the doctor's pocket, and then retired Wreathed in smiles.
On some faces there were a few tears and on others a look of anxiety, but the majority struck me as considering the treatment precautionary rather than necessary, and were quite content to submit to it.
The number of inoculations which it was customary to give and the quantity of fluid injected, were courteously explained by the assistant, before I followed the last patient from the room, and found the others already starting on their homeward journey.
" M. Pasteur is rather improved in health," I heard a hopeful voice murmur, and then I saw.the laboratories and other rooms where he had prosecuted his researches.
The whole place was beautifully clean, and I followed my guide into the fine library, and tried to understand all his enthusiastic descriptions of the writers of the pamphlets scattered on the 
